Healthcare providers, hospital systems, and payers need to move beyond point solutions that impact only one part of their organization and instead implement a platform with cutting-edge technology that drives immediate impact – providing a single-pane view of critical data – improving care coordination, increasing operational efficiency, lowering total costs, and helping their organization thrive in this evolving healthcare environment.

One area where organizations can realize an immediate impact to their bottom line is by enabling efficient and accurate projection of workforce requirements. With labor representing a hospital’s largest expenditure, absorbing more than 50 percent of revenue on average, reconfiguring staffing models can provide immediate benefit by reducing unnecessary costs.

**OUR APPROACH**

**Analytics Sharpen Resource Forecasting**

careC2™ Quantum is part of an overall enterprise performance management strategy, specifically focused on driving resource efficiency in clinical operations over a fiscal year. The solution utilizes a strategic staffing plan to forecast, monitor, and manage operating costs for clinical (and support) resources to meet business performance goals. careC2 Quantum is designed to fit within an ecosystem of administrative and operating systems that support the Finance, HR, and Workforce Management operations of a health system. With careC2 Quantum, organizations can accurately predict and identify potential staffing gaps, months in advance – reducing labor costs while maintaining optimum patient care.
KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS

- Provides long-term planning of staffing strategies that coincide with operating budget planning
- Enables real-time, proactive measurement against forecast to optimize labor cost and improve productivity and performance
- Integrates data and automates/activates manual processes through unified integration, automation, and analytics infrastructure

PROVEN SUCCESS

A nonprofit health system in the southwest with over $4.5 billion in total operating revenue has seen the following results:

- $22 million projected savings on staffing in the first year
- 3 – 9 months accurate projection of anticipated gaps in resourcing
- Actionable information to initiate recruiting process months in advance

WHY PARTNER WITH LEIDOS?

Bringing deep health care expertise across federal and commercial domains, we offer a proven enterprise-scale solution, leveraging clinical, EHR implementation, and health system interoperability skills/tools. Built on modern workflow technology and tied to modern business rules, we’ve adapted the application to the business needs not the business needs to the application.

- Delivering coordination of care capability across the continuum of care
- Integration across many disparate systems, leveraging the most modern technology
- Centrality of big data, “real-time“ data, and decision analytics-driven solutions

NEXT STEP

Recognized as a Top 10 Health IT provider, Leidos draws on four decades of success to deliver a broad range of customizable, scalable solutions to hospitals and health systems, biomedical organizations, and every U.S. federal agency focused on health. To learn more about increasing clinical business performance of staff resources efficiently and safely to improve outcomes and lower total costs with careC2 Quantum, talk to a Leidos Health expert today.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

careC2@leidos.com  |  leidos.com/markets/health